


Welcome!

We created this Sample Report and Mydna.live overview to help you understand 
exactly what to expect from your personalized Emrpise Endo·Decoded DNA variance 
report.

Once you have either uploaded your existing 23andMe or AncestryDNA raw DNA data 
report or submitted your DNA sample through the Endo·dna process, and your 
Emprise Endo·Decoded report is generated, you will log into your Mydna.live 
dashboard.

From here, you can navigate through your report securely and privately.  Mydna.live is 
a fully secure and private space for you to explore your report and uncover your 
unique endocompatibility profile.

This Sample Report will walk you through the report, pointing out significant 
landmarks in your coming journey as we go. 

To make this document as valuable as possible, we will be using the report of a 
fictitious Mydna.live member name John Demo. Even though he’s fictitious, his report 
is still scientifically accurate. We’ve used a real DNA profile from an anonymous 
donor to give you as accurate a sneak peak into this report as possible without using 
your own DNA.  

The Emprise Endo·Decoded report is incredibly detailed and robust, consisting of 
more than 60 Trait Reports in 12 different categories. We won’t have the time to go 
through every report in detail, but we can give you everything you’ll need to see the 
tremendous value this tool holds to help you optimize your cannabinoid experience.

We are excited and honored to bring you the most comprehensive, scientifically 
validated endocannabinoid DNA test available anywhere. We understand that 
cannabis and CBD are personal, and we’re delighted to share with you the one tool 
specifically designed to make that possible.

Thanks for taking the time to download the Emprise Endo·Decoded Sample Report 
ebook.

With gratitude,

Emprise Canada Team,



Learn More Learn More

https://endodna.com/data-upload/
https://endodna.com/endo-dna-kit-report/


Information you need to know.

Emprise Canada, Inc. does not provide medical services. Emprise 
Canada’s reports are not to be considered or construed to be medical 
advice. The information contained in Emprise Canada’s reports are not 
intended to be a substitution for the advice of a medical professional. 
Emprise Canada’s reports include cannabinoid compound suggestions 
based on your DNA and do not constitute medical advice, diagnosis, or 
consultation. Emprise Canada does not take responsibility for any side 
effects or medical issues that may arise from your use or consumption 
of the suggested cannabinoid compounds. Emprise Canada
recommends consulting with a medical professional before use of any 
suggested cannabinoid compounds. Use of Emprise Canada’s DNA kit 
or information from Emprise Canada’s report is not to be considered a 
medical treatment or a substitute for any treatment from a licensed 
health care provider. Emprise Canada makes no guarantees regarding 
your personal health, implied or otherwise, based on the results 
provided by Emprise Canada’s reports.
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Mydna.live

Your Private and Secure Health Portal 

Once you have registered your unique licence key and you 
have received notification that your Emprise Endo·Decoded 
DNA variance report is ready for you to view, you will log into 
your secure account at www.mydna.live.

Your privacy and data security is our top priority. Your data is 
secured on Amazon AWS servers in the United States and 
Mydna.live is in accordance with HIPAA compliance 
regulations.

If you have any questions about we collect, use and store your 
information, please visit our privacy policy.

http://www.mydna.live
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/security/laws-regulations/index.html
http://endodna.ca/privacy-policy/


Mydna.live Home Page
Your journey on Mydna.live begins on your personalized health portal 
home page. Here, you find: 
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Hyperlinks individual Emprise Endo·Decoded reports, by category.

A link to your personalized Health Profile. Your Genetics is just one piece of 
the puzzle; what your genes express is another. Your Emprise Endo·Decoded 
DNA reports determine your genotypes and assess them based on validated 
scientific research.  Taking the time to input relevant health information about 
yourself, will allow us to synchronize your genetics with your current state of 
health.  Together,  this allows us to provide you with a roadmap to discovering 

which products are optimal for you, and what you should avoid. 



Emprise Endo·Decoded Report 

Category Report Overview

Your Emprise Endo·Decoded DNA variance report generates more 
than 60 different Trait Reports related to 12 distinct categories. 
From your Mydna.live home page, you can navigate to any of the 12 
categories to begin your journey.



Reports 
Overview 
Page

12 Report 
Categories 

Your Mydna.live home page gives you several options to access your Emprise 
Endo·Decoded report. 

By clicking the Overview hyperlink, you can view a complete list of your individual 
Trait Reports, from which you can navigate to any one report individually.

Clicking any one of the 12 Report Categories, takes you to that category home page. 
Individual Trait Reports are available here, from which you can navigate to the 
individual Trait Report of your choice. 



Report 
Categories

Expansion 
Tab

Emprise Endo·Decoded Report Overview Page



Anxiety Category Home Page
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The Anxiety category Trait Reports, by subject.

Other Emprise Endo·Decoded report category home pages, by 
subject.

By clicking on the Anxiety hyperlink from your Mydna.live home page, you will 
navigate to your Anxiety category home page. From this page, you can access:
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Cognitive Function & Behaviour Home Page



Emprise Endo·Decoded Report 

Detailed Category Trait Reports

Each of the 12 categories in your Emprise Endo·Decoded DNA 
variance report are broken down into Trait Reports which focus 
on specific markers relevant to that category.



Report 
Categories

Trait 
Reports

Detailed Category Trait Reports



Each category of the report can be expanded to show the list of 
Trait Reports relevant to that category. In this example, the 
Anxiety Report category contains Trait Reports focused on Fear 
Extinction, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, and Stress Reactivity. 

To the immediate right of each Trait Report title is a hyperlink 
identifying your risk indication in that Trait Report, based on your 
DNA. 

In this example, John Demo has a Moderate Risk indicated in 
Fear Extinction, a Decreased Risk indication for Post-Traumatic 
Stress Disorder, and a Decreased Risk indication for Stress 
Reactivity.

Clicking the Risk Indicated hyperlink takes you directly to the 
detailed Trait Report. We’ll have a look these Trait Reports in 
detail in the next few sections.

Trait Report
Risk 
Indication



Category Trait Reports

Each Emprise Endo·Decoded Category is broken into several Trait Reports.



Category Trait Reports









Emprise Endo·Decoded Report 

Trait Report Details

Each Emprise Endo·Decoded category Trait Report is arranged 
in exactly the same way to help you get to the information you 
need quickly and easily. 



Summary of Findings
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The Summary of Findings section gives you a quick overview of:

Identification of any relevant genotype you may possess in the category.

A summary of the relevant and critical research as it relates to your 
genetic predisposition in this specific category. 

Assessment of your risk, based on relevant research. 

Suggested cannabinoid ratio and terpene profile, if warranted based on 
your risk assessment.

Link to your personalized wellness plan.
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The Trait Report Details section identifies:

The specific genes our analysis assessed.

The specific markers used to determine your risk factors. 

Trait Report Details
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More information on each gene analyzed in the 
category is available by clicking the magnifying glass 
symbol. This information is intended to support your 
understanding of the specific gene and how it affects 
your risk factors.
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Scientific Findings & Your Results
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A summary of all the relevant studies 
used in the assessment of your 
genetic markers is provided.

The specific genes, markers and your 
genotype are provided.

Your Results details the specifics of 
your risk factors and an interpretation 
of the findings. 

Links to the published papers. 

A pop-up window provides information 
to compare your specific gene, marker 
and genotype with other populations. 
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Hint: Roll over each segment with mouse cursor to view actual percentages.
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Each Trait Report may show several studies that were used to 
assessed your results and provide you with insights into your 
specific gene, marker and genotype as it relates to the subject of 
the Trait Report. For John Demo’s Fear Extinction Trait Report, three 
specific studies or research were relevant to support his results.

Endocompatibility is looking very good for you!

Start Your Journey
Take the next step and discover your 
unique endocompatibility and eliminate the 
uncertainty of choosing the right cannabis 
and CBD product for you.

https://endodna.com/products/
https://knowledge.emprise.ca/products/endo-dna-collection-kit-and-endo-decoded-report


Each Trait Report provides a Frequently Asked Questions section 
related specifically to the report.

FAQs & Personalized Wellness Plan Link

At the bottom of each Trait Report, you’ll find a link to your 
Personalized Wellness Plan.



Emprise Endo·Decoded Report 

Anxiety Trait Report: Fear Extinction

The Fear Extinction Trait Report assessed fear memory, formed 
after a traumatic or aversive event, and fear extinction over time.







Emprise Endo·Decoded Report 

Anxiety Trait Report: Post-traumatic Stress Disorder 

This report assesses your risk of developing PTSD after 
experiencing or witnessing something traumatic and assesses 
your ECS gene to determine if you are predisposed (at risk) of 
developing PTSD.

In John Demo’s case, his genotyping of ECS genes do not 
appear to raise his risk of developing PTSD.







Emprise Endo·Decoded Report 

Anxiety Trait Report: Stress Reactivity

This report examines the intensity of your emotional reaction 
in response to stress and assesses your ECS genotype to 
determine if Stress Reactivity is an issue for you.

In John Demo’s case, his genotyping of ECS genes do not 
appear to raise his risk of Stress Reactivity.









Emprise Endo·Decoded Report 

Personalized Wellness Plan

Your Personalized Wellness Plan provides actionable information 
you can use immediately.  At key points in your report, our 
matching algorithm provides a specific cannabinoid formulation 
suggestion based on your genotype. This formulation suggestion 
can provide support in your search for the right commercial 
cannabinoid product for you.

A link to your Personalized Wellness Plan is accessible on each 
Trait Report page:

1. The Summary of Findings on each Trait Report.
2. At the bottom of each Trait Report.



Personalized Wellness Plan

Endo·dna and Endo·Alignment make sense! 
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Your Personalized Wellness Plan links you directly to 
your wellness plan, where you can access the specifics 
about the Endo·Aligned formulation suggestions that 
have been made for you to support your wellness 
journey.

5

Start Your Journey
Take the next step and discover your 
unique endocompatibility and 
eliminate the uncertainty of choosing 
the right cannabis and CBD product 
for you.

https://endodna.com/products/


Once you have clicked the hyperlink for Your Personalized Wellness plan, you 
will be redirected to your Personalized Wellness Plan home page.
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Here you will find information about your specific genotype and the suggested cannabinoid 
ratios and terpene profiles relevant to your need.

Your Wellness Plan helps you identify the cannabinoid ratios and terpene profiles (Endo·Aligned 
Formulations) best suited to the specific genetic predisposition you have in relation to the 
individual Emprise Endo·Decoded Trait Reports.

Specific Endo·Aligned Formulations may be suggested for several conditions.

Your genetic predisposition based and specific Emprise Endo·Decoded Trait Reports.

Specific CBD:THC Ratio (expressed as a number).

Specific terpene profile that must be present, expressed as primary, secondary and 
tertiary.

A description of the formulations and rationale.

Link to Endo·Aligned formulations marketplace.5
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At key points in your Emprise Endo·Decoded Report, our matching algorithm 
provides a specific cannabinoid formulation suggestion based on your genotype. 
This formulation suggestion can provide support in your search for the right 
commercial cannabinoid product for you.

Your wellness plan makes suggestions for possible cannabinoid formulations that 
may aid you in your wellness goals. Emprise Canada, Inc. developed these specific 
formulations in conjunction with cannabinoid experts, our team of scientists and 
medical doctors. We collectively refer to these as Endo·Aligned formulations, and 
there are 14 specific formulations which can be suggested for you.
Endo·Aligned formulations are not strain names. They are specific cannabinoid 
ratios and terpene profiles which we have identified as beneficial for specific 
genotypes based on the available scientific evidence and years researching 
cannabinoid effects. 

One of the biggest challenges we face with cannabinoid therapeutics is the 
consistency of products. Consistent products produce consistent results. 
Pharmaceutical manufacturers achieve consistency by isolating molecules and, in 
many cases, producing synthetic compounds instead of utilizing natural 
substances. Natural or organic substances are subject to genetic drift. With regard 
to cannabis and hemp plants, genetic drift describes a change in the genetic 
makeup of the cloned plant material over time. Which means that strains, like Purple 
Kush or Godzilla, may not possess the exact same cannabinoid ratio and terpene 
profiles from grower to grower, season to season, year after year. This poses a 
significant problem for people who use cannabis or CBD for therapeutic purposes -
they need to be sure that what works for them today, will continue to work. And that 
means a consistency of ratios and profiles. 

This is why Endocanna developed an alternative to strains - Endo·Aligned 
Formulations which maintain specific CBD to THC ratios, and specific terpene 
profiles. 

The CBD:THC ratio can impact the degree of psychoactivity you are likely to 
experience, as well as how your endocannabinoid receptors may be activated. Each 
formulation’s unique terpene profile was developed for its synergistic effect with the 
cannabinoids. 

About Wellness Plan Suggestions



Emprise Endo·Aligned 
Marketplace

Product Geolocation

The Endo·Aligned Marketplace supports your search for a commercially 
available cannabinoid product that is aligned with your specific needs 
and the Endo·Aligned formulations suggestions. 

This Marketplace was designed to make it easy to find the right 
products that are aligned to your specific needs and wellness goals.



About Endo·Aligned Formulations & Product Marketplace

Endo·Aligned formulations highlight the CBD to THC ratio and the 
dominant cannabinoid and terpene profiles, rather than focusing on a 
specific strain. Our research has shown that formulations provide a more 
consistent and scientifically valid approach to identifying specific 
cannabinoid products that are aligned with individual genetics.

Endo·Aligned Trusted Formulations is one way we ensure you have a 
reliable way to achieve predictable outcomes, and change your CBD and 
cannabis experience..

Where government regulations permit, your Emprise Endo·Decoded report 
will make specific  suggestions for commercially available cannabinoid 
and CBD products for you to consider. These products are suggested 
because they have a published certificate of analysis (COA) which closely 
match our Endo·Aligned formulations.

Any products published in the Endo·Aligned Marketplace have been 
thoroughly vetted for quality assurance, based on the product’s published 
certificate of analysis, and are unbiasedly provided. We maintain an 
agnostic position to any and all commercially available products.

It’s important for you to know, that Emprise Canada does not make a 
branded or commercially available product. We believe it would be a 
conflict of interest to suggest our own products to you. That’s not why we 
created Endo·dna or the Endo·Aligned formulations and marketplace. We 
developed this service to support your search for a product that is most 
aligned to your genetic makeup.
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When you click on the Order Now button at the bottom of 
each section, you will taken to the Endo·Aligned 
Marketplace.
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1 Banner displaying the Endo·Aligned formulation number.

Method of consumption category search criteria selection. Click all the 
boxes which apply to the products you wish to search for.

Active ingredients search criteria selection.

Percentage of match that a product has to the specific CBD:THC ratio 
and terpene profile of the Endo·Aligned formulation suggestion.

Link to the individual manufactures product page. This link will navigate 
you outside the Mydna.live Endo·Aligned Marketplace.
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Add To Cart Add To Cart

https://shop.endodna.com/products/endo-compatibility-profile-upload?variant=21799827341390
https://knowledge.emprise.ca/products/endo-decoded-report-upload-license-universal
https://shop.endodna.com/products/endo-compatibility-profile
https://knowledge.emprise.ca/products/endo-dna-collection-kit-and-endo-decoded-report

